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Sustainability & Business Growth Home & Away

How Sustainability Credentials
Can Support Your Global

Business Growth

The climate crisis is dramatically changing consumer
behaviour across the world. The need to adapt and build sustainability into supply chains from
day one is becoming imperative to secure customers and investment.

How can D2C businesses adapt, fund, and operate successfully in the UK and internationally;
and what are the risks and opportunities that these new landscapes present? Often, SMEs do
not have the internal expertise to lead sustainability plans and it can be difficult to know where
to begin.

These 1-2-1 virtual workshops will give you game-changing advice on how to successfully
build your global Net-Zero strategies, including;

Join the event to get your questions answered by sustainability experts supporting businesses
like yours.

gigCMO has been GTM’s global marketing partner of
choice since the start of 2021. They have amazing and
experienced pool of talented marketers covering the UK,
US, Canada, India and APAC.

gigCMO drives your business and global growth forward
with pragmatic advice and an injection of commercially
driven, customer-focused, C-suite marketing expertise -
when you need it, where you need it and for as long as you
need it.

GTM Global helps UK companies expand internationally
and supports overseas companies looking to set up or do
business in the UK and Europe.

They provide free access to workshops, resources and
partners within their ecosystem and offer a range of
business development services to support scale-ups, as

well as work with government bodies, economic development agencies, FDI organisations and
independent trade bodies to deliver virtual trade missions, business development services and
deal flow for inward-investment.

How sustainability is driving global consumer behaviour and supply chain transformation·
How ESG (environmental, social and governance) is changing global business
landscapes

·

Growth finance and where to go to get ESG-friendly investment for your business·
UK SMEs’ who are pioneering net zero transformation internationally·
Help & Support from Commercial Partners, Trade Bodies & Government·
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